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Day 1
Tuesday 04  March

Open
SHMEM

8:00 AM    Registration Opens

8:30 AM        Morning Tutorials

OpenSHMEM/UCCS Tutorial  

OpenSHMEM is a one-sided communica  on library API aimed at standardizing several  vendor implementa  ons 
of SHMEM. In this tutorial, we present an introductory course on the use of OpenSHMEM, its current state 
and the community’s future plans.  We will show how to use OpenSHMEM to add parallelism to programs via 
an explora  on of its core features, to port sequen  al applica  ons to run at scale while improving the program 
performance, and discuss how to migrate exis  ng applica  ons that use message passing techniques to equivalent 
OpenSHMEM programs that run more 
effi  ciently.  Tips for por  ng programs 
using other exis  ng fl avors of SHMEM to 
portable OpenSHMEM programs will be 
given.  The second part of the tutorial 
will focus on the plans for OpenSHMEM 
development, including a look at new 
PGAS run-  me so  ware called UCCS.  
UCCS is designed to sit underneath PGAS 
user-oriented libraries and languages such as OpenSHMEM, UPC, CAF and Chapel.

Accelerator Programming with OpenACC and OpenSHMEM Tutorial 

This tutorial has been designed for those who are interested in por  ng their OpenSHMEM applica  ons to a 
hardware accelerator, such as a GPU, using OpenACC. Following a mixture of lectures and demonstra  ons, we will 
explore the basic steps to port an applica  on on the GPU. First, a  endees will learn how to port a kernel on the 
GPU using direc  ves. Then we see how to improve the overall performance of the applica  on by reducing the data 
transfers between the host and the accelerators and by tuning the kernel.

Tutorial led by Jean-Charles Vasnier,  CAPS Enterprise

Tutorial led by Tony Cur  s, Swaroop Pophale, Aaron Welch,  University of Houston

Note: Breaks will be taken at the digression of the instructor, and throughout the tutorial.  
A working lunch is provided at 11:30 AM

Held in Governor Calvert Ballroom East, located in the Governor Calvert House

Held in Governor Calvert Ballroom Center, located in the Governor Calvert House
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This tutorial will focus on the state-of-the-art of tools available for OpenSHMEM including a tutorial on 
program analysis, performance and debugging tools currently available for OpenSHMEM. We will also 
discuss the future roadmap to provide an integrated tools environment for OpenSHMEM. The tools 
that we will cover are: the OpenSHMEM Analyzer, TAU Performance Analysis tools, Vampir 
Tracing Tools, and DDT Debugger for OpenSHMEM.

TAU is a performance tool that provides portable profi ling and tracing for OpenSHMEM 
applica  ons.  This tutorial provides hands-on exercises on how this tool integrates with  
OpenSHMEM.

Vampir is tool-set for performance analysis that traces events and iden  fi es problems in 
HPC applica  ons. It is the most scalable tracing analysis tool that can scale up-to several 
hundred thousand processes. It consists of the run-  me measurement system VampirTrace 
and the visualiza  on tools Vampir and VampirServer. In this tutorial, we will present how to 
use Vampir to trace OpenSHMEM applica  ons at scale.

The DDT por  on of the tutorial will cover the fundamentals of debugging mul  -process 
OpenSHMEM programs with the Allinea DDT parallel debugging tool, and will include an 
introduc  on to the DDT user interface and how to start programs, as well as how to track 
down crashes and compare variables across processes.

The OpenSHMEM Analyzer is a compiler-based tool that can help users detect errors and 
provide useful analyses about their OpenSHMEM applica  ons. In this tutorial we will show 
how the tool can be used to detect incorrect use of  variables in OpenSHMEM calls, out-
of-bounds checks for symmetric data, checks for incorrect ini  aliza  on of pointers to non-
symmetric data, and symmetric data alias informa  on.

1:00  PM           Afternoon Tutorials

OpenSHMEM Tools Tutorial 

VERBS Programming Tutorial 

This tutorial provides a basic overview of the Infi niBand technology and 
explain its advantages as a networking technology. Among others, this 
tutorial covers the following topics: various Infi niBand hardware and so  ware 
components;  explain how to u  lize the Infi niBand technology for best 
performance; review the verbs API which is required for programming 
over Infi niBand; and fi nally it will provide several  ps and tricks on 
verbs programming.

Tutorial led by Dotan Barak, Mellanox Technologies 

Tutorial led by Nick Forrington, Allinea, Ltd.; Oscar Hernandez, Oak Ridge Na  onal Laboratory; 
             Sameer Shende, ParaTools, Inc.; Frank Winkler, Technische Universitӓt Dresden 

Held in Governor Calvert Ballroom Center, located in the Governor Calvert 

Held in Governor Calvert Ballroom East, located in the Governor Calvert House
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Day 2
Wednesday 05 March

Open
SHMEM

           8:000 AMM Registration Desk Opens (Atrium in the Governor Calvert House)

           8:330 AMM Welcome and Introductions  (Working Breakfast)
  Steve Poole, Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

    

         11:500 AMM Keynote:   Hybrid Programming Challenges for Extreme Scale Software
  Presented by Vivek Sarkar, Rice University 

In this talk, we summarize experiences with hybrid programming in the Habanero Mul  core So  ware Research project [1] which targets 
a wide range of homogeneous and heterogeneous manycore processors in both single-node and cluster confi gura  ons.  We focus on key 
primi  ves in the Habanero execu  on model that simplify hybrid programming, while also enabling a unifi ed run  me system for heterogeneous 
hardware. Some of these primi  ves are also being adopted by the new Open Community Run  me (OCR) open source project [2].  These 
primi  ves have been validated in a range of applica  ons, including medical imaging applica  ons studied in the NSF Expedi  ons Center for 
Domain-Specifi c Compu  ng (CDSC) [3].
Background material for this talk will be drawn in part from the DARPA Exascale So  ware Study report [4] led by the speaker.  This talk will 
also draw from a recent (March 2013) study led by the speaker on Synergis  c Challenges in Data-Intensive Science and Exascale Compu  ng 
[5] for the US Department of Energy's Offi  ce of Science.  We would like to acknowledge the contribu  ons of all par  cipants in both studies, 
as well as the contribu  ons of all members of the Habanero, OCR, and CDSC projects. 

REFERENCES:
[1]  Habanero Mul  core So  ware Research project.  h  p://habanero.rice.edu.     
[2]  Open Community Run  me (OCR) open source project.  h  ps://01.org/projects/open-community-run  me.
[3]  Center for Domain-Specifi c Compu  ng (CDSC).  h  p://cdsc.ucla.edu.
[4]  DARPA Exascale So  ware Study report, September 2009.  h  p://users.ece.gatech.edu/~mrichard/ExascaleCompu  ngStudyReports/ECS_reports.htm.
[5]  DOE report on Synergis  c Challenges in Data-Intensive Science and Exascale Compu  ng, March 2013. h  p://science.energy.gov/~/media/ascr/ascac/pdf/reports/2013/ASCAC_ 
      Data_Intensive_Compu  ng_report_fi nal.pdf.

            99:355 AM The Evolution of the NVIDIA Compute Device Memory Model
  Presented by Donald Becker and Duncan Poole, Nvidia Corporation

This talk will discuss the evolu  on of the NVIDIA compute device memory model from isolated address spaces on CPUs and compute 
devices towards a distributed universally addressable memory model. Leveraging commodity products has led to a series of design 
tradeoff s in the exis  ng complex memory organiza  on. We will discuss some of these limita  ons, and the steps NVIDIA envisions for 
simplifying the view from a large-system programmer's point of view.  This must be accomplished while retaining the effi  ciency and 
performance required across a broad range of markets. While neither of the authors have a crystal ball, we can have a prac  cal discussion 
of near term design op  ons which might be addressed in OpenSHMEM.

          10::300 AM OpenSHMEM on Portals
  Presented by Keith Underwood, Intel Corporation

SHMEM originated in the context of a very specifi c hardware pla  orm.  Over the years, various SHMEM implementa  ons have added 
features and/or tweaked seman  cs to match the capabili  es of a diff erent hardware pla  orm.  OpenSHMEM emerged to standardize 
those features and seman  cs, but retains characteris  cs that are heavily infl uenced by the pla  orm of its birth.  Portals 4 was designed 
to address the needs of both MPI and PGAS usage models.  In the process, it focused on exposing building blocks that could be provided 
by hardware and minimizing the total so  ware overhead.  This presenta  on examines some of those features and how they infl uenced 
the design of Portals 4 and the resul  ng implica  ons for hardware.  Areas where modern hardware and so  ware environments pose 
challenges are also discussed.  Finally, there is a discussion of some aspects of the OpenSHMEM stack that could be evolved to improve 
its match to what hardware can provide.

Note:  All presenta  ons, with the excep  on of the Keynote, are 45 minutes with breaks between talks.

            8:445 amm Future Technologies for Infi niBand 
  Presented by Richard Graham, Mellanox Technologies

The talk will provide a descrip  on of Mellanox’s OpenSHMEM architecture, implementa  on, and benchmark results.  It will also discuss 
specifi ca  on issues, and sugges  ons for modifi ca  ons to the specifi ca  on.
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1: 550 PPM      MPI + X (OpenSHMEM?) (Working Lunch)
      Presented by Michael Raymond, SGI Corporation

As the number of compute elements on a node increase, the HPC world has decided that the dominant programming model should 
be MPI between nodes and X within a node, where X might be OpenMP, pthreads, UPC, etc. What about OpenSHMEM? This talk will 
explore the implica  ons of using OpenSHMEM as X, including the benefi ts and the weaknesses.

1:000 PMM       Cray's OpenSHMEM activities & their proposal for thread-safe SHMEM extensions 
      Presented by Monika ten Bruggencate, Software Engineer at Cray, Inc.

This talk will give an overview of Cray's OpenSHMEM on-going ac  vi  es and their planned support for thread-safety for Cray SHMEM 
on Cray XE and XC systems.

2:440 PPM     Unifi ed Common Communication Substrate (UCCS)
      Presented by Pavel Shamis, Oak Ridge National Lab & Thomas Herault, University of  
                Tennessee  

Universal Common Communica  on Substrate (UCCS) is a low-level communica  on substrate that exposes high-performance 
communica  on primi  ves, while providing network interoperability. It is intended to support mul  ple upper layer protocols (ULPs) or 
programming models including SHMEM, UPC, Titanium, Co-Array Fortran, Global Arrays, MPI, GASNet, and File I/O. It provides various 
communica  on opera  ons including one-sided and two-sided point-to-point, collec  ves, and remote atomic opera  ons. In addi  on to 
opera  ons for ULPs, it provides an out-of-band communica  on channel required typically required to wire-up communica  on libraries.

3:335 ppM      Future Technologies for AMD
       Presented by Vinod Tipparaju, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.

This talk introduces HSA and discusses how HSA simplifi es the use of accelerators by suppor  ng unifi ed programming models. HSA 
enhances support for symmetric memory in the context of submi   ng work to the accelerators. This talk will discuss HSAs support 
for asynchronous func  ons, func  on closures and lambda func  ons which enables support for various programming models and 
languages.

4:300pMM      IBM OpenSHMEM Implementation over the Parallel Active Message Interface (PAMI)
      Presented by Alan Benner, IBM Systems and Technology Group

For the DARPA HPCS project, IBM created a highly fl exible communica  ons protocol called the Parallel Ac  ve Message Interface (PAMI).  
It combines the advantages and features of Blue Gene's Deep Compu  ng Message Framework (DCMF) and IBM Parallel Environment's 
Low-Level Applica  on Programming Interface (LAPI).  It also serves as a common communica  ons layer for various IBM message passing 
API's, such as PEMPI and MPICH2, as well as several PGAS programming models, including UPC, X10, and OpenSHMEM.  PAMI provides 
fl exibility for protocols by providing an implementa  on for diff erent IBM hardware pla  orms, such as IBM Blue Gene, Power Systems, 
and System x. IBM OpenSHMEM is one of the communica  ons programming models that is implemented over PAMI.  In this talk, I will 
present the background and basics of PAMI, how the OpenSHMEM func  on is neatly mapped to its PAMI counterpart, and a high level 
descrip  on of the design concepts.

5:30 PMM     HIPATIA Birds Of a Feather Session
      Presented by Josh Lothian, Jonathan Schrock, & Sarah Powers, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

HIPATIA (High Performance Adap  ve Integrated Linear Algebra Benchmark) is a next-genera  on benchmark that is easily extensible 
while providing access to power metrics and CPU counters.  Unlike many of the more popular benchmarks today, HIPATIA's ini  al 
focus is on solving sparse matrices within the integer domain using GMP. In addi  on to sparse, 
integer matrices, HIPATIA will be confi gurable for computa  on on real, complex, or fi xed-
point values, in dense or sparse matrix formats.  We intend HIPATIA to adapt to many 
diff erent usage scenarios that are not currently well represented in exis  ng 
benchmarks. We will discuss current progress of HIPATIA development, as well as 
future development plans.

Event held  in Governor Calvert Ballroom, located in the Governor Calvert House
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8:00 AM    OpenSHMEM Implementations and Evaluation Session 

Designing a High Performance OpenSHMEM Implementation using Universal Common Communication 
Substrate as a Communication Middleware
Presented by Pavel Shamis, Oak Ridge Na  onal Laboratory

OpenSHMEM is an eff ort to standardize the well-known SHMEM parallel programming library. The project aims to produce an 
open-source and portable SHMEM API and is led by ORNL and UH. In this paper, we op  mize the current OpenSHMEM reference 
implementa  on, based on GASNet, to achieve higher performance characteris  cs. To achieve these desired performance 
characteris  cs, we have redesigned an important component of the OpenSHMEM implementa  on, the network layer, to leverage a 
low-level communica  on library designed for implemen  ng parallel programming models called UCCS. In par  cular, UCCS provides 
an interface and seman  cs such as na  ve atomic opera  ons and remote memory opera  ons to be  er support PGAS programming 
models, including OpenSHMEM. Through the use of microbenchmarks, we evaluate this new OpenSHMEM implementa  on on 
various network metrics, including the latency of point-to-point and collec  ve opera  ons. Furthermore, we compare the performance 
of our OpenSHMEM implementa  on with the state-of-the-art SGI SHMEM. Our results show that the atomic opera  ons of our 
OpenSHMEM implementa  on outperform SGI's SHMEM implementa  on by 3%. Its RMA opera  ons outperform both SGI's SHMEM 
and the original OpenSHMEM reference implementa  on by as much as 18% and 12% for gets, and as much as 83% and 53% for puts.

Implementing OpenSHMEM using MPI-3 One-sided Communication
Presented by Jeff  Hammond; Sayan Ghosh, University of Houston

This paper reports the design and implementa  on of OpenSHMEM over MPI using new one-sided communica  on features in MPI-3, 
which include not only new func  ons (e.g. remote atomics) but also a new memory model that is consistent with that of SHMEM. 
We use a new, non-collec  ve MPI communicator crea  on rou  ne to allow SHMEM collec  ves to use their MPI counterparts. Finally, 
we leverage MPI shared memory windows within a node, which allows direct (load-store) access. Performance evalua  ons are 
conducted for shared-memory and Infi niBand conduits using microbenchmarks.

A Comprehensive Performance Evaluation of OpenSHMEM Libraries on Infi niBand Clusters
Presented by Jithin Jose, Ohio State University 

OpenSHMEM is an open standard that brings together several long-standing vendor-specifi c SHMEM implementa  ons and allows 
applica  ons to use SHMEM in a pla  orm-independent fashion. Several implementa  ons of OpenSHMEM have become available on 
clusters interconnected by Infi niBand networks, which has gradually become the de facto high performance network interconnect 
standard. In this paper, we present a detailed comparison and analysis of the performance of diff erent OpenSHMEM implementa  ons, 
using micro-benchmarks and applica  on kernels. This study, done on TACC Stampede system using up to 4,096 cores, provides a 
useful guide for applica  on developers to understand and contrast various implementa  ons and to select the one that works best 
for their applica  ons.

Note: All talks are 20 minutes with 5 minutes following for Ques  ons.  
At the conclusion of each presenta  on, there will be a 5 minute break. 

Analyzing the Energy and Power Consumption of Remote Memory Accesses in the OpenSHMEM Model 
Presented by Siddhartha Jana, University of Houston

PGAS models like OpenSHMEM provide interfaces to explicitly ini  ate one-sided remote memory accesses among processes. In 
addi  on, the model also provides synchronizing barriers to ensure a consistent view of the distributed memory at diff erent phases 
of an applica  on. The incorrect use of such interfaces aff ects the scalability achievable while using a parallel programming model. 
This study aims at understanding the eff ects of these constructs on the energy and power consump  on behavior of OpenSHMEM 
applica  ons. Our experiments show that the cost incurred in terms of the total energy and power consumed depends on mul  ple 
factors across the so  ware and hardware stack. We conclude that there is a signifi cant impact on the power consumed by the 
CPU and DRAM due to mul  ple factors including the design of the data transfer pa  erns within an applica  on, the design of the 
communica  on protocols within a middleware, the architectural constraints laid by the interconnect solu  ons, and the levels of 
memory hierarchy within a compute node. This work mo  vates trea  ng energy and power consump  on as important factors while 
designing for current and future distributed systems.
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Benchmarking Parallel Performance on Many-Core Processors 
Presented by Bryant Lam, University of Florida

With the emergence of many-core processor architectures onto the HPC scene, concerns arise regarding the performance and 
produc  vity of numerous exis  ng parallel-programming tools, models, and languages. As these devices begin augmen  ng 
conven  onal distributed cluster systems in an evolving age of heterogeneous supercompu  ng, proper evalua  on and 
profi ling of many-core processors must occur in order to understand their performance and architectural strengths with 
exis  ng parallel-programming environments and HPC applica  ons. This paper presents and evaluates the compara  ve 
performance between two many-core processors, the Tilera TILE-Gx8036 and the Intel Xeon Phi 5110P, in the context of their 
applica  ons performance with the SHMEM and OpenMP parallel-programming environments. Several applica  ons wri  en 
or provided in SHMEM and OpenMP are evaluated in order to analyze the scalability of exis  ng tools and libraries on these 
many-core pla  orms. Our results show that SHMEM and OpenMP parallel applica  ons scale well on the TILE-Gx and Xeon 
Phi, but heavily depend on op  mized libraries and instrumenta  on.

Hybrid Programming using OpenSHMEM and OpenACC
Presented by Ma  hew Baker, Oak Ridge Na  onal Laboratory

With high performance systems exploi  ng mul  core and accelerator-based architectures on a distributed shared memory 
system, heterogeneous hybrid programming models are the natural choice to exploit all the hardware made available on 
these systems. Previous eff orts looking into hybrid models have primarily focused on using OpenMP direc  ves (for shared 
memory programming) with MPI (for inter-node programming on a cluster), using OpenMP to spawn threads on a node 
and communica  on libraries like MPI to communicate across nodes. As accelerators get added into the mix, and there is 
be  er hardware support for PGAS languages/APIs, this means that new and unexplored heterogeneous hybrid models will 
be needed to eff ec  vely leverage the new hardware. In this paper we explore the use of OpenACC direc  ves to program 
GPUs and the use of OpenSHMEM, a PGAS library for one-sided communica  on between nodes. We use the NAS-BT Mul  -
zone benchmark that was converted to use the OpenSHMEM library API for network communica  on between nodes and 
OpenACC to exploit accelerators that are present within a node. We evaluate the performance of the benchmark and discuss 
our experiences during the development of the OpenSHMEM+OpenACC hybrid program.

11:30 AM     OpenSHMEM Tools Session (Working Lunch)

Profi ling Non-Numeric OpenSHMEM Applications with the TAU Performance System
Presented by John Linford and Tyler Simon, ParaTools, Inc.

The recent development of a unifi ed SHMEM framework, OpenSHMEM, has enabled further study in the por  ng and scaling 
of applica  ons that can benefi t from the SHMEM programming model. This paper focuses on non-numerical graph algorithms, 
which typically have a low FLOPS/byte ra  o. An overview of the space and  me complexity of Kruskal's and Prim's algorithms 
for genera  ng a minimum spanning tree (MST) is presented, along with an implementa  on of Kruskal's algorithm that uses 
OpenSHMEM to generate the MST in parallel without intermediate communica  on. Addi  onally, a procedure for applying 
the TAU Performance System to OpenSHMEM applica  ons to produce in depth performance profi les showing  me spent in 
code regions, memory access pa  erns, and network load is presented. Performance evalua  ons from the Cray XK7 "Titan" 
system at Oak Ridge Na  onal Laboratory and a 48 core shared memory system at University of Maryland,  Bal  more County 
are provided.

Event held  in Governor Calvert Ballroom, located in the Governor Calvert House
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12:00 pM   OpenSHMEM Tools Session  (continued)

Extending the OpenSHMEM Analyzer to Perform Synchronization and Multi-Valued Analysis
Presented by Swaroop Prophale, University of Houston

OpenSHMEM Analyzer (OSA) is a compiler-based tool that provides sta  c analysis for OpenSHMEM programs. It was developed 
with the inten  on of providing feedback to the users about seman  cs errors due to incorrect use of the OpenSHMEM API in their 
programs, thus making development of OpenSHMEM applica  ons an easier task for beginners as well as experienced programmers. 
In this paper we discuss the improvements to the OSA tool to perform parallel analysis to detect the collec  ve synchroniza  on 
structure of a program. Synchroniza  on is a cri  cal aspect of all programming models and in OpenSHMEM it is the responsibility of 
the programmer to introduce synchroniza  on calls to ensure the comple  on of communica  on among processing elements (PEs) 
to prevent use of old/incorrect data, avoid deadlocks and ensure data race free execu  on and keeping in mind the seman  cs of 
OpenSHMEM library specifi ca  on.

A Global View Programming Abstraction for Transitioning MPI Codes to PGAS Languages
Presented by Tiff any Mitnz, Oak Ridge Na  onal Laboratory

The mul  core genera  on of scien  fi c high performance compu  ng has provided a pla  orm for the realiza  on of Exascale 
compu  ng, and has also underscored the need for new paradigms in coding parallel applica  ons. The current standard for 
wri  ng parallel applica  ons requires programmers to use languages designed for sequen  al execu  on. These languages have 
abstrac  ons that only allow programmers to operate on the process centric local view of data. To provide suitable languages 
for parallel execu  on, many research eff orts have designed languages based on the Par   oned Global Address Space 
(PGAS) programming model. Chapel is one of the more recent languages to be developed using this model. Chapel supports 
mul  threaded execu  on with high-level abstrac  ons for parallelism. With Chapel in mind, we have developed a set of direc  ves 
that serve as intermediate expressions for transi  oning scien  fi c applica  ons from languages designed for sequen  al execu  on 
to PGAS languages like Chapel that are being developed with parallelism in mind.

Parallel I/O for OpenSHMEM
Presented by Edgar Gabriel, University of Houston

This talk discusses the necessity of I/O interfaces in any parallel programming model for the next genera  on of high end 
systems. Some sugges  ons for parallel I/O interfaces for OpenSHMEM will be presented based on the experience of the MPI 
I/O interfaces and some recent work on parallel I/O for OpenMP.

1:30  pM    OpenSHMEM Extensions Session  

Towards Parallel Performance Analysis Tools for the OpenSHMEM Standard
Presented by Andreas Knӥpfer, Technische Universitӓt Dresden

This paper discusses theore  cal and prac  cal aspects when extending performance analysis tools to support the OpenSHMEM 
standard for parallel programming. The theore  cal part covers the mapping of OpenSHMEM's communica  on primi  ves to 
a generic event record scheme that is compa  ble with a range of PGAS libraries. The visualiza  on of the recorded events is 
included as well. The prac  cal parts demonstrate an experimental extension for Cray-SHMEM in Vampir-Trace and Vampir and 
the fi rst results with a parallel example applica  on. Since Cray-SHMEM is similar to OpenSHMEM in many respects, this serves 
as a realis  c preview. Finally, an outlook on a na  ve support for OpenSHMEM is given together with some recommenda  ons 
for future revisions of the OpenSHMEM standard from the perspec  ve of performance tools.

Note: All talks are 20 minutes with 5 minutes following for Ques  ons. 
 At the conclusion of each presenta  on, there will be a 5 minute break. 
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OpenSHMEM Extensions and a Vision for its Future Direction
Presented by Pavel Shamis, Oscar Hernandez, Greg Koenig, Oak Ridge Na  onal Laboratory

The Extreme Scale Systems Center (ESSC) at Oak Ridge Na  onal Laboratory (ORNL), together with the University of Houston, led 
the eff ort to standardize the SHMEM API with input from the vendors and user community. In 2012, OpenSHMEM Specifi ca  on 
1.0 was fi nalized and released to the OpenSHMEM community for comments. As we move to future HPC systems, there are 
several shortcomings in the current specifi ca  on that we need to address to ensure scalability, higher degrees of concurrency, 
locality, thread safety, fault-tolerance, I/O, etc. In this paper we discuss an immediate set of extensions that we propose to 
the current API and our vision for a future API, OpenSHMEM Next-Genera  on (NG), that targets future Exascale systems. 
We also explain our ra  onal for the proposed extensions and highlight the lessons learned from other PGAS languages and 
communica  on libraries.

Reducing Synchronization Overhead Through Bundled Communication 
Presented by James Dinan, Intel Corpora  on

OpenSHMEM provides a one-sided communica  on interface that allows for asynchronous, one-sided communica  on opera-
 ons on data stored in a par   oned global address space. While communica  on in this model is effi  cient, synchroniza  ons 

must currently be achieved through collec  ve barriers or one-sided updates of sen  nel loca  ons in the global address space. 
These synchroniza  on mechanisms can over synchronize, or require addi  onal communica  on opera  ons, respec  vely, lead-
ing to high overheads. We propose a SHMEM extension that u  lizes capabili  es present in most high performance intercon-
nects (e.g. communica  on events) to bundle synchroniza  on informa  on together  with communica  on opera  ons. Using 
this approach, we improve ping pong latency for small messages by a factor of two, and demonstrate signifi cant improvement 
to synchroniza  on-heavy communica  on pa  erns, including all-to-all and pipelined parallel stencil communica  on.

Implementing Split-Mode Barriers in OpenSHMEM 
Presented by Michael Raymond, SGI Corpora  on

Barriers synchronize the state of many processing elements working in parallel. No worker may leave a barrier before all 
the others have arrived. High performance applica  ons hide latency by keeping a large number of opera  ons in progress 
asynchronously. Since barriers synchronize all these opera  ons, maximum performance requires that barriers have as li  le 
overhead as possible. When some workers arrive at a barrier much later than others, the early arrivers must sit idle wai  ng for 
them. Split-mode barriers provide barrier seman  cs while also allowing the early arrivers to make progress on other tasks. In 
this paper we describe the process and several challenges in developing split-mode barriers in the OpenSHMEM programming 
environment.

3:30 P M    Panel Discussion
The Future of OpenSHMEM
Moderator: Steve Poole, Oak Ridge Na  onal Laboratory

Panelists: Monika ten Bruggencate, Cray, Inc

Gary Grider, Los Alamos Na  onal Laboratory

Oscar Herandez, Oak Ridge Na  onal Laboratory

Nick Park, Department of Defense

Michael Raymond, SGI

Pavel Shamis, Oak Ridge Na  onal Laboratory

5:00PM     The 2013 OpenSHMEM Workshop Closes 

Event held  in Governor Calvert Ballroom, located in the Governor Calvert House


